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Abstract 

Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over a field ∗H,k  be the dual Hopf 

algebra of H, and A be a left H-module algebra such that HA  is a direct 

summand of A as an bimodule.-HA  An equivalent condition is given for an 

Azumaya algebra A being an Galois-∗H  extension of ,HA  and several 

characterizations of a general Galois-∗H  Azumaya extension B with center C 

are given in terms of the Azumaya smash product ,# HB  where B is called a 

general Galois-∗H  Azumaya extension of ,HB  if it is an Galois-∗H  extension 

(not necessarily separable) of an Azumaya .algebra- HH BC  

1. Introduction 

Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over a field ∗H,k  be the 

dual Hopf algebra of H, A be a left H-module algebra with center C, and 
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HA  be the H-invariants of A. Assume A is an Galois-∗H  extension of 
HA  such that HA  is a direct summand of A as a left .ulemod-HA  In [9], 

Ulbrich gives an equivalent condition for A being an Azumaya algebra 

such that ;HAC ⊂  that is, A is an Azumaya algebra such that 

,HAC ⊂  if and only if ( )H
A AVA ⊃  and HAA ⊃  are Hirata 

separable extensions ([9], Theorem 2.7). In the present paper, we first 

strengthen the above result of Ulbrich when HA  is a direct summand of 

A as an bimodule-HA  by an expression of the Azumaya algebra 
HAA ≅  ( )H

AC AVH⊗  over ,HC  and then give an equivalent condition 

for an Azumaya algebra A such that HAC ⊂  being an Galois-∗H  

extension of .HA  Next, let B be a left H-module algebra with center C. 

Then, we study an Azumaya smash product HB #  over .HC  We shall 

show that HB #  is an Azumaya algebra,-HC  if and only if B is an 

Galois-∗H  extension (not necessarily separable) of an Azumaya 

algebra-HC  .HB  Such a B is called a general Galois-∗H  Azumaya 

extension, a generalization of an Galois-∗H  Azumaya extension ([6]) and 

a Galois Azumaya extension for rings ([1]). Several characterizations of a 

general Galois-∗H  Azumaya extension are given in terms of the smash 

product .# HB  

Throughout of this paper, H denotes a finite dimensional Hopf 

algebra over a field k  with comultiplication ∆  and counit ∗ε H,  the dual 

Hopf algebra of BH ,  a left H-module algebra, C the center of ,B  

{ ( ) }HhbhhbBbBH ∈ε=∈= allfor  called the H-invariants of B, 

and HB #  the smash product of B and H, where HBHB k⊗=#  such 

that for all hb #  and hb ′′#  in ( ) ( ) ( ) ,###,# 21 hhbhbhbhbHB ′′=′′ ∑  

where ( ) .21 hhh ⊗=∆ ∑  As given in [5], B is called a (right) Galois-∗H  
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extension of ,HB  if B is a (right) comodule-∗H  algebra with structure map 

∗⊗→−ρ HBB k:  such that ∗⊗→−⊗β HBBB HB k:  is a bijection, 

where ( ) ( ) ( ).1 baba ρ⊗=⊗β  

Following the definitions as given in [10] and [11], let B be a ring 
with 1 and a subring A of B with the same identity 1, we denote the 
commutator subring of A in B by ( ).AVB  We call B a separable  

extension of A, if  there exist { ii ba ,  in miB ,,2,1, …=  for some integer 

}m  such that ,1=∑ iiba  and bbabba iiii ⊗=⊗ ∑∑  for all b in B, 

where ⊗  is over A. An Azumaya algebra is a separable extension of its 
center. A ring B is called a Hirata separable extension of A, if BB A⊗  is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of a finite direct sum of B as a                

B-bimodule. An Galois-∗H  extension B is called an Galois-∗H  Azumaya 

extension, if B is a separable Galois-∗H  extension of HB  such that HB  

is an Azumaya algebra over HC  ([6]), and a general Galois-∗H  Azumaya 

extension, if B is a Galois-∗H  extension (not necessarily separable) of 
HB  such that HB   is an Azumaya algebra over .HC  Throughout, an 

Galois-∗H  extension means a right Galois-∗H  extension unless it is 
stated otherwise. 

2. Hopf Galois Extensions and Azumaya Algebras 

Let A be a left H-module algebra with center C. We first strengthen 

the Ulbrich result as given by Theorem 2.7 in [9] when HA  is an 

bimodule-HA  direct summand of A and with center .HC  

Theorem 2.1. Let A be an GaloisH -∗  extension of .HA  Assume HA  

is a direct summand of A as an odulebimAH -  with center .HC  Then 

( )H
A AVA ⊃  and HAA ⊃  are Hirata separable extensions, if and only 

if ( )H
AC

H AVAA H⊗≅  as  Azumaya gebrasalCH -  (hence HCC = ). 
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Proof. ( )⇒  Since A is a Hirata separable extension of ,HA  which     

is a direct summand of A as an ( )H
A

H AVA bimodule,-  is a        

separable C-algebra ([8], Proposition 1.3) and ( ( )) HH
AA AAVV =       

([7], Proposition 1.2). This implies that the center of A is contained in 
HA  and the center of HA  is the same as the center of ( ).H

A AV  Hence 

== HCC  the center of HA  by hypothesis. Since A is also a Hirata 

separable extension of ( ) AAV H
A ,  is a separable algebra-HC  by the 

transitivity property of separable extensions. Thus, both HA  and 

( )H
A AV  are  Azumaya algebra.-HC  Therefore, 

( ) ( ( ))H
AAC

H
A AVVAVA H⊗≅  ([2], Theorem 4.3, page 57) 

( ) ( ),H
AC

HH
C

H
A AVAAAV HH ⊗≅⊗=  

as  Azumaya algebra.-HC  

( )⇐  Since ( )H
AC

H AVAA H⊗≅  as Azumaya algebras,-HC  HCC =  

and A is finitely generated and projective over HA  and ( ),H
A AV  

respectively. Thus A is a Hirata separable extension of HA  and 

( ),H
A AV  respectively ([3], Theorem 1). 

We recall that A is called an Galois-∗H  Azumaya extension of ,HA  

if A is a separable Galois-∗H  extension over ,HA  which is an Azumaya 

algebra over HC  ([6], Theorem 3.4). 

Corollary 2.2. Let A be an GaloisH -∗  extension as given by Theorem 

2.1. Then A is an GaloisH -∗  Azumaya extension of .HA  
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Proof. By Theorem 2.1, ( )H
AC

H AVAA H⊗≅  as Azumaya 

algebras,-HC  so A is a separable Galois-∗H  extension of the Azumaya 

.algebra- HH AC  

Next, we give an equivalent condition for an Azumaya algebra A such 

that HAC ⊂  being an Galois-∗H  extension of .HA  

Theorem 2.3. Let A be an Azumaya C-algebra with ,HAC ⊂  and 
HA  is a direct summand of A as an odulebimAH -  with center .HC  

Then, A is an GaloisH -∗  extension of ,HA  if and only if HA #  is an 

Azumaya .- gebraalCH  For such an ( ( ) )HAVAHAA H
AC

H
H ##, ⊗≅  

as  Azumaya gebras.al-CH  

Proof. ( )⇒  By Theorem 2.1, ( )H
AC

H AVAA H⊗≅  as Azumaya 

algebras,-CH  so HA  and ( )H
A AV  are Azumaya algebras-CH           

([2], Theorem 4.4, page 58). Also, by Corollary 2.2, ( )H
A AV  is an 

Galois-∗H  extension of HC  ([4], Lemma 2.8). Hence ( )H
A AV  is a finitely 

generated and projective .ulemod-HC  Noting that HC  is a commutative 

ring contained in ( ),H
A AV  we have that ( )H

A AV  is a generator of .HC   

This implies that ( ( ) ( ))H
A

H
AC AVAVH ,Hom  is an Azumaya 

algebra-CH  ([2], Proposition 4.1, page 56). But then HC
HAHA ⊗≅#  

( ( ) ) ( ( ) ( )),,Hom# H
A

H
ACC

HH
A AVAVAHAV HH⊗≅  which is an 

Azumaya algebra.-CH  
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( )⇐  Since HA #  is an Azumaya algebra-CH  and a finitely 

generated and projective left A-module, it is a Hirata separable extension 
of A ([3], Theorem 1). But A is a generator of itself, so it is a generator of 

HA #  ([3], Lemma). Thus A is an Galois-∗H  extension of HA               

([6], Theorem 2.2). 

3. General Galois-∗H  Azumaya Extensions 

In this section, we study the class of general Galois-∗H  Azumaya 

extensions B; that is, B is an Galois-∗H  extension (not necessarily 

separable) of HB  such that HB  is an Azumaya algebra,-CH  where C is 

the center of B. Several characterizations of such a B are given in terms 
of the smash product .# HB  

Theorem 3.1. Let B be a left H-module algebra. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 

(1) B is a general GaloisH -∗  Azumaya extension. 

(2) HB #  is an Azumaya .gebraal-CH  

(3) HB #  is a Hirata separable extension of B and ( ),# BV HB  

respectively. 

(4) HB #  is a Hirata separable extension of ( )BV HB #  and ( )BV HB #  

is a left GaloisH -∗  extension of .HC  

Proof. (1) ⇒  (2) Since B is an Galois-∗H  extension of ≅HBBH #,  

( ),,Hom BBHB  where B is a finitely generated and projective right 

ulemod-HB  ([6], Theorem 2.2). Also HB  is an Azumaya algebra,-CH  so 

it is a finitely generated and projective .ulemod-HC  Hence B is a finitely 
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generated and projective .ulemod-HC  Noting that HC  is a commutative 

ring contained in B, we have that B is a generator of ,HC  so HCHom  

( )BB,  is an Azumaya algebra-CH  ([2], Proposition 4.1, page 56). By 

hypothesis, HB  is an Azumaya subalgebra of ( ).,Hom BBHC  But       

then ( )( ) ( ) HBBBBV HHC B
H

BB #,Hom,Hom ≅≅  is an Azumaya 

algebra.-CH  

(2) ⇒  (1) Since HB #  is an Azumaya algebra-CH  and a finitely 

generated and projective left B-module, HB #  is a Hirata separable 

extension of B ([3], Theorem 1). Hence B is a left generator of HB #  

because  B is a generator of itself  ([3], Lemma). Thus B is an Galois-∗H  

extension of HB  ([6], Theorem 2.2). Moreover, since B is a direct 

summand of HB #  as a left ule,mod-HC  it is a finitely generated and 

projective ule.mod-HC  Noting that HC  is a commutative ring contained 

in B, we have that B is a generator of .HC  This implies that HCHom  

( )BB,  is an Azumaya algebra-CH  containing an Azumaya subalgebra 

.# HB  Thus, the commutator of HB #  in ( )BBHC ,Hom  is an Azumaya 

algebra,-CH  that is, ( ( ))BBB HB
H ,Hom #≅  is an Azumaya 

algebra.-CH  

(2) ⇔  (3) Since HB #  is an H-Galois extension of B ([6], Example, 

page 45) such that B is a direct summand of HB #  as a left B-module, 

( ( )) BBVV HBHB =##  ([7], Proposition 1.2). This implies that the center 

of HB #  is .HC  But then HB #  is an Azumaya algebra-CH  such that 

( ( ) ),#
∗

=⊂ HH HBBC  if and only if HB #  is a Hirata separable 

extension of B and ( ),# BV HB  respectively ([9], Theorem 2.7). 
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(3) ⇒  (4) Since HB #  is an H-Galois extension of B again, we have 

that HB #  is a Hirata separable extension of B, if and only if ( )BV HB #  

is a left Galois-∗H  extension of the center of HB #  ([9], Theorem 2.6). 

Now HB #  is a Hirata separable extension of B and contains B as a direct 

summand as a left B-module, so ( ( )) BBVV HBHB =##  ([7], Proposition 1.2). 

This implies that the center of HB #  is .HC  Thus ( )BV HB #  is a left 

Galois-∗H  extension of .HC  

(4) ⇒  (3) Since HB #  is an H-Galois extension of B and ( )BV HB #  is a 

left Galois-∗H  extension of ( ( )) BBVVC HBHB
H =##,  ([9], Lemma 2.5). 

This implies that the center of HB #  is .HC  Thus HB #  is a Hirata 

separable extension of B ([9], Theorem 2.6). 

By Theorem 3.1, we derive a characterization of an Galois-∗H  

Azumaya extension (for more, see Theorem 3.4 in [6]). 

Theorem 3.2. Let B be a left H-module algebra. Then B is an 

GaloisH -∗  Azumaya extension of ,HB  if and only if HB #  is a separable 

extension of ( ) ( )BVBV HBHB ## ,  is a separable left GaloisH -∗  extension 

of ,HC  and HC  is the center of .# HB  

Proof. ( )⇒  Since HB #  is an Azumaya algebra-CH  ([6], Theorem 3.4), 

it is a Hirata separable extension of B and ( ),# BV HB  respectively, by 

Theorem 3.1 (2) ⇒  (3). Hence HB #  is a separable extension of 

( )BV HB #  and ( )BV HB #  is a left Galois-∗H  extension of HC  by 

Theorem 3.1 (2) ⇒  (4). Moreover, B is separable subalgebra-HC  of 

,# HB  so ( )BV HB #  is a separable extension of HC  ([2], Theorem 4.3, 

page 57). 
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( )⇐  By the transitivity property of separable extensions, HB #  is a  

separable algebra,-CH  so HB #  is an Azumaya algebra.-CH  Moreover, 

noting that ( )BV HB #  is a separable algebra-CH  by hypothesis, we have 

that ( ( ( )))BVVB HBHB ##=  is also a separable algebra.-CH  Therefore, 

B is an Galois-∗H  Azumaya extension of HB  ([6], Theorem 3.4). 

Now, let B be a general Galois-∗H  Azumaya extension of ,HB  

{ EBE H⊂=S  is a separable }algebra-CH  and { ( ) ,ABVBA H
B ⊂⊂=T  

A  is a general Galois-∗H  Azumaya extension of HA  such that HA #  

is a separable }.algebra-CH  We next show that TS →α :  by 

( ) ( )EVE B=α  for S∈E  is a bijection. We need a lemma for separable 

subalgebras of an Azumaya algebra. 

Lemma 3.3. Let A be an Azumaya C-algebra and E be a separable 
subalgebra of A. Then the center of E and ( )EVA  are the same. 

Proof. This is a consequence of the commutator theorem for 
Azumaya algebras, ( ( )) .EEVV AA =  

Theorem 3.4. Let B be a general GaloisH -∗  Azumaya extension of 

.HB  Then, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set S  and 
the set .T  

Proof. Let ( )EVE B→−α :  for a separable subalgebra-HC  E of .HB  

Then E is a separable subalgebra of the Azumaya algebra-CH  HB #  by 

Theorem 3.1. Hence ( ) ( ( ) )HEVEV BHB ## =  is also a separable 

subalgebra-HC  of HB #  containing ( ) .# HBV H
B  By Lemma 3.3, E 

and ( ) HEVB #  have the same center denoted by D. Thus ( ) HEVB #      

is an Azumaya D-algebra. Moreover, since HB  is an Azumaya 
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algebra,-CH  ( )EV HB  is an Azumaya D-subalgebra of HB  by Lemma 

3.3 again. Now ( )EVB  is a left H-module algebra such that 

( ( )) ( ) ( )H
B

H
B BEEVEV H ⊂= for  and ( ) HEVB #  is an Azumaya      

D-algebra, so ( ) ( )( )EEVB α=  is a general Galois-∗H  Azumaya extension 

containing ( )H
B BV  by Theorem 3.1. Thus TS →α :  is well defined. 

Next, we claim that α  is onto. Let A be a general Galois-∗H   

Azumaya extension in B containing ( )H
B BV  such that HA #  is a 

separable algebra.-C H  Since ( ) ( ) HBVBV H
B

H
HB ## =  and ( )H

HB BV #  

HA #⊂  such that HA #  is a separable ( )HAV-C HB
H #algebra, #  is 

also a separable subalgebra-HC  of HB #  and 

( ) ( ( ) ) ( ( )) HH
HBHB

H
BHBHB BBVVHBVVHAV ==⊂ #### ##  

([2], Theorem 4.3, page 57). Hence ( )HAV HB ##  is a separable 

subalgebra-HC  of HB  ([2], Theorem 4.3, page 57). Denoting 

( )HAV HB ##  by E, we have that ( ) ( ( )) == HAVVEV HBHBHB ####  

HA #  ([2], Theorem 4.3, page 57). Since ( ) =⊂ EVBE HB
H

#,  

( ) .# HEVB  Thus ( ) ;## HEVHA B=  and so ( ) ( ),EEVA B α==  where 

E is a separable subalgebra-HC  of .HB  This proves that α  is onto. To 

show that α  is one-to-one, assume that S∈FE,  such that ( ) ( ),FE α=α  

that is, ( ) ( ).FVEV BB =  Then ( ( )) ( ( ) )HFVVFVVF BHBHBHB #### ==  

( ( ) ) ( ( )) .# ### EEVVHEVV HBHBBHB ===  Thus α  is one-to-one.  

This completes the proof. 
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We conclude the paper with a general Galois-∗H  Azumaya extension 

but not an Galois-∗H  Azumaya extension as given in ([6], page 49 and 

[5], page 8). Let ,,0,1,,,1 22
4 gxxgxggxxgH −==== k  where 

k  is a field of characteristic ,,2 4HB =≠  and .4
∗= HH  Then B is an 

Galois-∗H  extension of k  but not separable over .k  Hence B is a general 

Galois-∗H  Azumaya extension but not an Galois-∗H  Azumaya extension 
of .k  
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